COMPANY PRESENTATION

IMPLEMENTATION OF LARGE-SCALE INVESTMENT CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
REMOVAL AND LIQUIDATION OF ALL TYPES OF WASTE
TREATMENT OF HAZARDOUS WASTE
COMPREHENSIVE CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
GROUNDWORK AND DEMOLISHING WORK
TECHNOLOGICAL CLEANING AND SHUTDOWN OF OPERATIONS
STRUCTURAL AND DESIGN WORK
TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
CONSULTANCY

www.prosol.sk
We are a young, dynamic company, securing comprehensive services in the field of waste liquidation, from removal to the actual liquidation or recovery of the given waste according to the requirements of individual clients. We dispose of all types of hazardous, liquid, solid, inert and other waste. We offer treatment and recycling of waste throughout Slovakia. Our company offers comprehensive services in construction, that is groundwork, excavation, demolition, construction and renovation work, which have become part of our main business, along with comprehensive liquidation of waste originated during work.

Our other activity in the area of hazardous waste processing includes the solidification of sludge and dust, decontamination of waste by applying physical methods, decontamination of waste using chemical methods, storage of waste, decontamination and reclamation of dumping sites and waste. PROSOL, s.r.o. has undertaken several projects linked with the shutdown of industrial premises and their demolition. Besides the actual implementation of these projects the activity also covers buildings, factory exploratory development work, sampling and analysis of costs for disposal.
We are holders of ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certificates, OHSAS 18001:2007
services offered

• comprehensive delivery of customised construction and reconstruction
• comprehensive delivery, assembly and start-up of technology
• processing of software for control systems
• comprehensive delivery of project documentation
• heavy current and light current
• IMPLEMENTATION OF LARGE-SCALE INVESTMENT CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
• REMOVAL AND LIQUIDATION OF ALL TYPES OF WASTE
• TREATMENT OF HAZARDOUS WASTE
• COMPREHENSIVE CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
• GROUNDWORK AND DEMOLISHING WORK
• TECHNOLOGICAL CLEANING AND SHUTDOWN OF OPERATIONS
• STRUCTURAL AND DESIGN WORK
• TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
• CONSULTANCY

www.prosol.sk
• Railway station: Nižná Myšla - liquidation of waste

• POLAREK, s.r.o. - Reconstruction of railway track on Slovnaft premises, liquidation of waste

• TUBAU, a.s. - Karloveská Bratislava drainage system - excavation, removal and storage of waste

• A.S.A. SLOVENSKO - Heart quarry

• NITRA INVEST, a.s. - Dunajská street - removal of waste and liquidation of waste and groundwork

• STRABAG pozemné a inžinierske stavitel'stvo, s.r.o. - DPB, a.s. Modernisation of maintenance base at Jurajov dvor and Hroboňova - excavation, demolition, construction work, liquidation of waste, excavation work, removal and liquidation of STV waste

• Development of "JAGUAR NITRA" industrial park

• Skládky a odpady, s.r.o. - VW Warehouse ,4 "Excavation, groundwork, demolishing and construction work, removal and liquidation of waste"
• Increase in traffic safety on D and RC on the R1 section Trnava - Nitra and Trnava - Piešťany section

• EUROVIA, a.s. - "D1 Motorway Trnava - Lúka Junction (D1 at km 49.500 - 95.450) - Increase in traffic safety on motorways and highways" - replacement of crash barriers, expansion of hard shoulders, central reservation

• EUROVIA, a.s. - "R1 Motorway Trnava - Hlohovec" - excavation, loading, removal and liquidation of waste

• EUROVIA, a.s. - "Kaufland Mlynská dolina" removal and liquidation of waste

• Slovak Railways ŽSR – „Demolition of railway track Lužianky – Zlaté Moravce“

• Volkswagen SK - implementation of earthworks

• POLAREK, s.r.o. – liquidation of hazardous waste

• STRABAG s.r.o. - implementation of earthworks Trnava City Park

• STRABAG s.r.o. – scraping topsoil of the JRL
REFERENCES

- ČENĚK A JEŽEK s.r.o. - "excavation and earthworks and embankment" "gravel surfaces to JLR"
- REKO PRAHA, a.s. - "excavation and earthworks" "to JLR"
- TAKENAKA GmbH - "excavation and earthworks" "a mound of gravel under the concrete floor surfaces" "to JLR"
- STRABAG Construction and civil engineering Ltd. - "earthworks, štrkodrvový foundation under the concrete floor, and disposal "on the construction of new logistics center optimization LOZ III"
- VCES a.s. - "finish area under the hall, earthwork, import Stone"
- PSJ Hydrotranzit - "earthmoving and excavation work at the construction site of the Grand Chalet"
- VHS-EN, srl - "demolition, groundworks and excavation work for the construction of the Children's cardio center Bratislava NÚSCH. Disposal of building waste"
- VCES a.s. and INGSTEEL s s.r.o. - "demolition, groundworks and excavation work for the construction of the Children's cardio center Bratislava NÚSCH. Disposal of building waste"
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